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Across

3. His jokes seemed _____, but were in fact 

carefully prepared beforehand.

7. His kiss was _____ and she returned it with 

equal passion.

12. Growing up with five unbridled brothers, 

Sally learned to be _____, sometimes getting in 

trouble with teachers for talking out of turn and 

asking rude questions.

13. The photograph was a _____ reminder of her 

childhood.

15. In many world religions, the deity is 

considered _____, able to control nature, time, 

and life itself.

17. Rather than _____ a young child for 

immature behavior, parents should praise him/her 

for good behavior.

18. The most successful students share one 

crucial trait: they take _____ detailed notes in 

class and rewrite them in their own words nightly.

19. The truth is not always very _____.

20. All drivers are required to have insurance 

which offers _____ for damage caused to drivers 

and property.

Down

1. Their angry, _____ conversation got 

everyone's attention.

2. It is challenging to _____ from the high fat, 

high sugar American diet with so many fast food 

restaurants.

4. The team _____ over their victory.

5. The old _____ trees of the forest grew up to 

the edge of another bank, their roots jutting out 

into the deep water.

6. After drinking too much alcohol, the 

celebrity made _____ comments that turned his 

fans against him.

8. The social committee voted to _____ funds 

for the upcoming holiday parties.

9. Given Sean's _____ nature, always chasing 

the next "best thing," we couldn't rely on him to 

make any reliable decisions.

10. Had it not been for Spud Webb's _____ 

nature, at only 5'7" tall he never would have made 

it to the NBA!

11. Many children leave catalogs laying around 

with circled items to give parents an ______ of 

what they really want for Christmas.

14. Because some sick animals refuse to eat, 

many of them become _____.

16. The lagoon was so _____, we could see all 

the beautiful fish and coral beneath.

Word Bank

copious allocate palatable rancorous chastise

ardent deviate emaciated brash limpid

sophomoric assiduous spontaneous omnipotent inkling

poignant capricious exulted gnarled indemnity


